Barrier-Free – Declaration Hotel Schani Wien
Our hotel building and all publicly accessible areas on the ground floor and the
basement can be accessed barrier-free.
Our guest rooms are located on floors 1 to 6 and can be reached using the lift.
There are no barriers or thresholds in the hotel.
Our Schanis are available around the clock and will answer your questions and assist you.
Any future investments will include plans of additional barrier-free access.

How to find us:
This link will provide you exact details of our location:
http://www.hotelschani.com/en/getting-here-contact/
Our hotel can be reached barrier-free form both Vienna International Airport (Flughafen
Wien) and the Main Station (Hauptbahnhof Wien). We will gladly arrange for a taxi or
shuttle service to pick you up from the platform of the train station or arrivals area at the
airport.
Should you be travelling by car, you can park it in our car park depending on space
availability and for a fee. You can reach the lobby barrier-free by lift from the car park.
The closest tram stop of the D tram line “Alfred Adler Straße” is only a few metres away.
The stop has a bench, but no roof and you can access the station easily without any
barriers. Please note that not all D tram wagons are barrier-free. The electronic display
will tell you when the next barrier-free tram will arrive.

Our Rooms:





All our rooms are equipped with laminated floors in the bed areas and tiles in the
bathroom areas.
The corridors leading to the guest rooms have carpets.
All our rooms have a shower that can be accessed barrier-free.
Each room has reading lights next to the bed that can switched on or off from the
bed.



Our hotel features 3 guest rooms designed especially for disabled people. They
are equipped with a light switch that is about 1 metre off the floor and can be
easily operated from a wheelchair. Furthermore, these rooms also feature
emergency pull cords to trigger an alert directly at the reception, a larger shower
and shower seat.



Our Living Room and Schani’s Garden:






Our living room -- our lobby lounge -- can be accessed barrier-free. The floor is
paved and also features parquet flooring.
Just visit us! We will gladly find you a comfy place.
Food and drinks at our breakfast buffet are set-up for self-service. However, we
will gladly bring you any food and drinks from the buffet to your table, if required.
The entire area is illuminated by wall and ceiling lamps in a warm, cosy light.
Schani’s Garden can be accessed barrier-free from our lobby. It has a terrace
made of larch wood and trail made of sand running through the garden.

We wish you a great stay!
Your Hotel Schani Team

